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TADEK PYTLIKIN MY MEMORIESBYRYSZARD SZWARC (Wroªaw)I met Tadeusz (Tadek for all of us) Pytlik in 1975. At that time I was afreshman at the Mathematial Institute of University of Wroªaw and Tadekwas a young leturer with a reent PhD. He held alulus lasses. Oasion-ally he substituted for Czesªaw Ryll-Nardzewski, who letured in analysisduring the �rst semester. I remember Tadek as a smart and handsome man,looking healthy and �t. When Ryll-Nardzewski left our university Tadektook over the analysis ourse and taught our group until the end of ourthird year of studies. Already at that time he was onsidered one of the bestleturers. He was known for beautiful handwriting. My best notes from theuniversity years were those in analysis. He oauthored with Janusz Górniaka �Problem Book in Funtional Analysis� published by the Tehnial Univer-sity of Wroªaw in 1976. I admired that book and atually studied the topiby solving all problems in it. The book has been in use in our department,as well as at the Tehnial University, for 25 years now. Later on, togetherwith Marek Bo»ejko, they taught us various speial topis in funtional andharmoni analysis, and greatly in�uened students from our group. Most ofthose students, inluding myself, deided to work in analysis and to prepareMS theses under their supervision.After obtaining my MS in 1980 I got a position as a teahing assistant.I was supposed to teah and to work on my PhD thesis. Tadek submittedhis habilitation in 1980, defended it a year later, and went to the Univer-sity of Bielefeld for one year at the invitation of Horst Leptin. That's whyMarek Bo»ejko took are of me during my �rst year at the institute. It wasMarek who brought to Wroªaw the disrete harmoni analysis, free groupset. Already one of the main papers in Tadek's habilitation thesis [12℄ on-erned harmoni analysis on free groups. There he reproved in a simple waysome of the previously known results on the spetrum of the algebra of ra-dial funtions on the free group on ℓ1(G) and ℓ2(G). He showed new resultsonerning the spetrum of this algebra in ℓp(G). He also proved that thealgebra of radial funtions is maximal abelian in the von Neumann alge-bra of the group. This allowed him to obtain a new deomposition of the[1℄ © Instytut Matematyzny PAN, 2007
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left regular representation of the free group into irreduible omponents.This paper is still being ited sine people keep onsidering the problem ofmaximal ommutativity of ertain subalgebras. In the Fall of 1981 Tadekame bak from Bielefeld. At that time Marek gave me the problem whetherweak type translation invariant operators on free group are automatiallyof strong type on ℓ2(G). I was able to solve it in the negative for p = 2.Next, Marek asked me to do the same for ℓp(G) with p > 2, sine no in�-nite group was known for whih this problem has been resolved. My methodfor p = 2 was to estimate the strong operator norm and the weak oper-ator norm of the indiator funtions of the elements in the free group oflength n. It turned out that these norms were inequivalent on this parti-ular sequene of funtions. Unfortunately, aording to Tadek's work [12℄these norms are obviously equivalent in ℓp(G), due to a preise formula forthe strong operator norm given in [12℄. However, Tadek didn't provide theproof. The formula was just a remark made after one of the results. A-tually, it yielded the spetral radius of the onvolution operator with χn,whih may be smaller than the operator norm in ℓp. I was hoping that thenorm was atually greater and inquired Tadek about the proof. This wasthe origin of Tadek's beautiful paper [15℄ where he showed that the laim inhis Crelles paper [12℄ was orret. The proof is really smart and relies on atriky deomposition of the Poisson kernel assoiated with a simple randomwalk on G.About the same time Tadek wrote another paper [17℄ where he on-struted onvolution operators on free groups whih are bounded on ℓp0(G)and unbounded on any ℓp(G) for p 6= p0. This is a really nie piee of math-ematis ontaining diret but ingenious omputations.I had luk to have also Marek around. At that time he was like a vol-ano, bursting every now and then with open problems for young people.A problem he posed to me was to estimate the so alled ompletely boundednorm of the multiplier operators with χn and deide whether this norm anbe estimated independently of the number of generators. This was shown byMihael Leinert for n = 1. I was able to get the estimate of 2n and at thesame time I got a one-line proof of Leinert's result. Still the general aseof n ≥ 1 took me two hours of a seminar to show all the details. Tadekwas in the audiene and the next week he showed me a very simple proofof my result. His reasoning based on the following fat. Assume a funtion
m : G → C is of the form

m(y−1x) = 〈a(x), b(y)〉,where a, b : G → H for some Hilbert spae H. Assume
A = sup

x
‖a(x)‖, B = sup

y
‖b(y)‖.
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Then it is well known that ‖m‖cb ≤ AB. Now onsider the free group Gwith a �xed set of free generators. Every nontrivial element x in G an berepresented uniquely as a redued word whose letters are generators andtheir inverses. If x 6= e then x = xu where u is the last letter of x. De�ne amapping P on ℓ2(G) by
Pδx =

{

δx, x 6= e,
0, x = e.Let mappings a and b from G into the Hilbert spae ℓ2(G)n+1 at by therule

a(x) = (δx, P δx, . . . , Pn−1δx, Pnδx),

b(y) = (Pnδy, P
n−1δy, . . . , P δy, δy).It an be readily seen that

〈a(x), b(y)〉 = χn + χn−2 + χn−4 + · · · .Moreover, a(x) and b(x) are bounded by √
n + 1. Hene the ompletelybounded multiplier norm of the sum is less than or equal to n + 1. By thetriangle inequality the norm of χn is less than or equal to (n + 1) + (n− 1),whih gives the same estimate I got by a muh more ompliated method,partiularly for n > 1.This idea of Tadek was a starting point of our long ollaboration whihresulted in publishing the paper [18℄. We were working on this paper in theFall of 1982 and Spring 1983. Gradually we got an idea of using the operator

P for onstrution of an analyti series of uniformly bounded representationsof free groups. We would meet at Tadek's plae mostly, and sometimes in myplae to pursue the projet. Tadek's wife Teresa, a maths teaher, and hissons Piotr and Tomek were at shool in the mornings so we ould work untilearly afternoon. When they returned from shool we used to have dinnertogether. Teresa and Tadek kept open house so I ould meet their friends,when I stayed longer until the evening, whih ourred pretty often. At thesetimes PCs were not available. We typed the paper on Tadek's typewriter.This was a small and fany devie, as it was possible to get a half spae byholding the spae key down and typing a harater. In this way the mahineould produe blakboard bold haraters R, C by ombining �I� with �R�or �C�. I used to get very tired in the afternoon, but Tadek worked untillate at night. He was the engine of our team. Most ideas ame from him.When the main part of the paper was �nished we tried hard to write a properintrodution to it. Every attempt was a failure. Eventually we asked AndrzejHulaniki who was generous enough to do the job. This is probably the bestintrodution I have ever had and will have in my papers.The representations we onstruted were automatially irreduible in thease of in�nitely many generators. After we �nished the paper and submitted
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it for publiation, I got an idea how to deompose representations in the aseof �nitely many generators and was able to make the representations at ona ommon Hilbert spae so that they depended analytially on a omplexparameter. Tadek helped me in this projet as an advisor, and eventually thiswork beame my PhD thesis under Tadek's supervision. At the same timeTadek supervised the PhD thesis of a olleague of mine, Krzysztof Stempak,who is now a full professor at the Tehnial University of Wroªaw, and is areognized expert in harmoni analysis.Tadek kept being popular with his students due to his rystal lear andinspiring letures. His lasses were always very well organized. I do not re-member him being ever unprepared. I had the luk to hold alulus lasses in1983 when Tadek was leturing. After one year the students of our instituteorganized a poll for the best leturer and best teahing assistant. Tadek tookthe �rst position as leturer. As a side e�et of his popularity, I ame �rstas teahing assistant. Among the students of that ourse, let me mentionWaldemar Hebish, Adam Sikora, Jerzy Marinkowski, Piotr Mikrut, andGrzegorz Stahowiak. In 1997 Tadek obtained a speial award for exellentteahing (see his short CV at the end of this text).After our joint paper [18℄ we both worked for some time in the same areaof researh. There is another paper of Tadek, joint with Massimo Piardello,whih I admire greatly. In [20℄ they gave a short and elementary proof of thefamous formula of Akemann and Ostrand for the norm of the onvolutionoperator with a funtion supported on a free subset in a disrete group G.I have oauthored with Tadek another paper [23℄, where we showed equiv-alene of the series of uniformly bounded representations of the free groupde�ned as ating on the boundary of the group and the series obtained inmy PhD thesis by deomposition of representations de�ned on the tree asin [18℄.In the late eighties I have swithed to orthogonal polynomials, so oursienti� ontats with Tadek gradually weakened. At the same time Tadekstarted a fruitful ollaboration with José Galé from Saragossa, who soonbeame his lose friend. They wrote two papers [24, 25℄. In the �rst, theyonstruted a funtional alulus for an in�nitesimal generator of a semi-group of bounded operators analyti in the right half-spae, under polyno-mial growth onditions on vertial lines. The novelty lied in using the Weylfrational integration formula. The results were tested on the Poisson andGauss semigroups in L1(G) for strati�ed Lie groups G. In 1995 E. B. Daviesonstruted a di�erent funtional alulus based on suitable bounds of theresolvent of the generator. In the follow-up paper [25℄ Tadek and J. Galé,together with P. J. Miana, showed that their alulus oinides with the oneonstruted by Davies, provided the ommon assumptions are satis�ed. Alsoimportant appliations to multiplier theory on Lie groups were given there.
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Moreover, Tadek wrote several popular artiles in Polish, whih ameout from his talks presented at various meetings in Poland. He also startedwriting a textbook on funtional analysis for the Polish Sienti� Publishers,when he was already seriously ill. The �rst draft was �nished. He made itavailable to olleagues for leturing, but he didn't manage to bring the bookto its �nal form. Short CVBorn: September 30, 1944 in KatowieDied: May 25, 2006 in WroªawMS: 1967PhD: 1972, A onstrution of nulear spaes on loally ompat groups, advisorA. HulanikiHabilitation: 1981, Some problems of harmoni analysis on nonommutative groupsProfessorship: 1991Employment: Mathematial Institute, University of Wroªaw, sine 1967Committees: Member of editorial ommittee of Colloquium Mathematium, sine 1991PhD students: K. Stempak, R. SzwarAwards: The Stanisªaw Zaremba Prize of the Polish Mathematial Soiety, 1982Ministry of Siene and Higher Eduation Prize, 1987National Committee for Eduation Medal, 1997
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[12℄ Radial funtions on free groups and a deomposition of the regular representationinto irreduible omponents, J. Reine Angew. Math. 326 (1981), 124�135.[13℄ Symboli alulus on weighted group algebras, Studia Math. 73 (1982), 169�176.[14℄ L

1-harmoni analysis on semidiret produts of abelian groups, Monatsh. Math. 93(1982), 309�328.[15℄ Radial onvolutors on free groups, Studia Math. 78 (1983), 75�79.[16℄ Unitary multipliers on L
2(G), Colloq. Math. 49 (1984), 53�57.[17℄ A onstrution of onvolution operators on free groups, Studia Math. 79 (1984),73�76.[18℄ (with R. Szwar) An analyti family of uniformly bounded representations of freegroups, Ata Math. 157 (1986), 287�309.[19℄ Analyti semigroups in Banah algebras and a theorem of Hille, Colloq. Math. 51(1987), 287�294.[20℄ (with M. Piardello) Norms of free operators, Pro. Amer. Math. So. 104 (1988),257�261.[21℄ Spherial funtions and uniformly bounded representations of free groups, StudiaMath. 100 (1991), 237�250.[22℄ Harmoni funtions and Hardy spaes on trees with boundaries, Colloq. Math. 63(1992), 263�272.[23℄ (with A. M. Mantero, R. Szwar, and A. Zappa) Equivalene of two series of spher-ial representations of a free group, Ann. Mat. Pura Appl. 165 (1993), 23�28.[24℄ (with J. E. Galé) Funtional alulus for in�nitesimal generators of holomorphisemigroups, J. Funt. Anal. 150 (1997), 307�355.[25℄ (with J. E. Galé and P. J. Miana) Spetral properties and norm estimates assoiatedto the C

(k)
c -funtional alulus, J. Operator Theory 48 (2002), 385�418.
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